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The Largest Ice Sheet on Earth

No body of ice on the earth approaches the size of the Antarctic ice 
sheet. Its biggest depth is over 5 kms. It contains over 25 million 
square kilometers of solid ice. If it were all melted, the ocean height 
would rise over 80 meters everywhere in the world. This is because most 
Antarctica's ice is supported above sea level on the rocky surface of the 
south polar continent. When floating ice melts the ocean height does not 
rise. Greenland, the other big land-based ice sheet, would provide only 
about 5 meters of ocean rise. The 4 December issue of "Science" tells 
about results of research on the ice sheet in a feature article about 
"Laboratory Antarctica" by a distinguished team of polar specialists.

A lot of our modern knowledge of the Antarctic ice comes from recent 
radar soundings from the air. Back during the IGY, in the late 1950s, 
people had to do ice soundings by shooting off dynamite, and then 
studying the sonic echoes. One day of shooting at one spot took three 
hours, and then the team had to move 10 kms or so someplace else, and do 
the same thing another day. The hardships were great, but much was 
1 earned.

Now a single airplane, with all the technicians inside in busy but 
comfortable circumstances, can provide a single point sounding in a small 
fraction of a second. Thus it can make a continuous ice profile along a 
complete flight path in a few hours. To date, half of the entire 
Antarctic ice sheet has been mapped in profile at flight path spacings of 
100 kms or less. Coupled with seismic sounding, radar can map not only 
the over— water ice but also the water depth, because radar does not 
penetrate the water, and seismic soundings do. This information is 
important to the issue of when and whether the West Antarctic ice sheet 
will slide into the sea, producing, as some have speculated, a sudden 
five meter ocean rise in a few years. The floating sea ice around the 
seawards edges of the West Antarctic ice sheet are bel ieved to be a major 
force pinning the sheet on land, presenting its flow into the ocean.

In addition, the new ultra-precise techniques of position location 
in three dimensions, from satellite Doppler devices, permit accurate 
measures of the actual ice motion. From this we now have ice flow maps 
of the Antarctic sheet. These studies reveal regions of fast motion in 
the West Antarctic sheet, but also suggest that the flow is slowing down 
in recent centuries.

Snow that falls on Antarctica does not melt in summer, because of 
the extreme cold. New snow buries the old, and 1 avers form, including 
the trapped dust particles that can be recovered from the ice core 
samples. In the dust particles lie the chronicles, among other things, of 
the volcanic activity year by year back through the centuries. As the 
ice 1ayers build up, the pressure also compresses them to solid ice, in
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which also are trapped samples of air from previous periods. Five deep 
ice cores now penetrate to the depth of the snowfalls of the last Ice 
Age, some 15,000 years ago. At Vostok, the Soviet station one ice core 
record extends back 150,000 years. From this core temperatures ups and 
downs can be estimated back these many years.

The most fascinating part to me is to real ize that this wealth of 
information is just now beginning to be fully appreciated and examined. 
It is hard to imagine the vastness of the new knowledge of the behavior 
of our global environment that these researches promise to scientists of 
the com i n g generati on .

* * * * *

P.S. Sunday evening: Eies has been off the air, so this is a
bit delayed. No mattes---we are deep in snow here, with a bit
over 18 inches of fresh stuff in our back yard!! Walt


